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PART-A

qtestions from tLrc fottowing.

1. {a) Describe one experiment to prove that
electrons have wave character. Ca-lculate
the waveiength associated with an
electron of energr 7OO eV. 5+3=8

(b) ; How did Einstein explain the photo
electric effect ? Give oft.e practical
application of the photo electric effect.

5+3:B
(c) Calculate the energy of a photon

associated with infrared radiation of
. wavelength iO64 nm. Compare this with

the energ; of a photon emitted by 6OW
bulb. 4
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(a)

(b)

{c)

2. Discuss the bond formation in HrO

expiaining the nature of the bonds. '4'
.

Describe the typical Born-Haber cycle fo5
potassium chlorirle giving an outline of*
each step involved. 6

Give a brief description of the concepts-
of (i)bond dissociation energy
liirl symmetry considerations of a sigmL
bond and a pi.bonci and {lui hybridization.

3+{+3= 1g

How are the molecular spee(
distributed ? Explain it on the basis r,i .

Maxwell-Boltzrn ann distribution formula.
6#

(b) Draw curves to show the distribution ^L..
molecular speed for (i)hydrogen, nitrogen
and chlorine gas 300K and (ii) nitrogen
gas at 100f., 3O0K and 700K. Comment

. on the two diagrarns. 6

(c) How can you account for the deviation
shown by the real gases from ideal
behavior ? Undei rvhat conditions, these
deviations are likelv to vanish ? 8-"

(a) Discuss the distinction between heat and
work in thermodynamic and. molecular
terms. What are adiabatic changes ?

4+2=6
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(b) ExplaJn what is meant by state function.
Examine whether pressure, temperature,
work, enthalpy, volume, interna-l enerS/,
heat and density are state firnctions or
not. Justify your answer. 2+8:1O

a

(c) A chemical reaction takes place in a
container of cross sectiona-l area 50 sq.
cm. As a resuit of the reaction, a piston
is pushed out through 15'Ocm against
arl e)rlernal pressure of 1'o atrn" calculale
the work done bY the sYstem. 4

Show how can you calculate the entropy
change for the isotherma-l expansion of
a perfect gas. Also show how the entropy
charge due to a chemica-l reaclion can
obtained. 4+4=8

Discuss the Carnot cvcle and obtain the
expression for the efhciency of an idea-i

heat engine. A power station operates
with super-heated steam at 300'C and
discharges the waste heat-into the
environment at 20" C. What is the
theoretical efficiency qf the power
station ? 4+2=6

(c) What is Tr:outonls rule ? Based. on the
same, predict the enthalPY of
vaporization of ethane at'its boil point of
- 88'6'c' 3+3=6
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6. {a) Give the conditions for the sponlaneify
of a process. How can an, endothermic
reaction be spontaneous ? 3+3=6

(b) How does Gibbs energ-y change of a
process depend . on pressure anci
temperature ? Deduce the necessary
equation. $ 6

(c) Defuee the maximum work in a process.
Taking an example, show how you can
calculate the maximum availabie work in
a chemical reaction. What do vou mean

t

by non-expansion work ? )+4+2:3

7. (a) Give fizo methods for liquefaction of rea-l
gases. Describe how can you lique$ *l

4+3=7

(b) State and explain the Laplace equation
for the surface tension of a liquid. How' does surface tension of a liquid change
with increasing temperature ? 4+3:T

{c) (i) What are laminar flow and non-

r {ii) Calculate the height to which water
will nse in a glass capillary tube of
radius O'0.1crn- {Given y for.water =
0'07 /[m-i anci g = 9'8mS-r . 

)+e=g
8. (a) Dra'w a diagram to show how the partial

molar volumes of water and ethanol in a
mixture change. How- can you
experimentally deterrnine, the partial
molar volurne of a component in a
lnixture ?
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(b) State and exPlain Gibbs-Duhem
r, l. 'rlequatlon. show lts appllcatlon wlth an

example. 3+3=6

(c) Discuss the cornmon features of
coiligative properties of solution. The
addition of 10Og*of a compound 7509 of
CCl4 lowered the freezing point of the
sotrvent by 10'5K. Calculate the rnolar
mass of the compound.

(a) Is moleculariff different from the order
of a chemicaL reaction ? Discuss with
examples. 5

(b) How does a catalltic reaction proceed. ? ' I
Describe the possible mechanisms of the t
gas phase reaction A+B=C, taking
place over a solid catalyst. 3+'5=8

(c) DiscDss the vaiidity of the Arrhenius
equation at low temperature. How can
y@u find the activation energy of a
reaction ? ' 3+4=7

(a) Give a concrete example of enzyme
catalysis. Discuss the features,
advantages and limitations of the
Mi,chaeli-s-Menten mechanism of
reactions catalysed by enzlrmss. 3+6=9

(b) Explain the kinetic salt effect. 5
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(c)

11. (a)

L2. (a)

(b)'
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How does kinetic sa-lt effect give insight
into the mechanisro of a chemical
reaction ? 6

Describe a method for the determination
of the surface tension of a liquid' Give
the necessarf mathematical expression
of it. 5+3=8

A sas adsorbs on a solid. State how you
wiil determine whether the process is
physical adsorPtion or chemical
lOJotption. What are the distinguishing
il"ttie= of chemisorPtion ? 2+4=6

Describe the d.ifferent types of emulsions'
f 
"- 

tfr.i. any practical application of
emulsions ?-Dilcuss. 3+3=6

What are exergonic and endergonic
reactions ? Meth-ane is formed from the
elements under standard condition at
298K. Discuss whether this is an
example of exergonic or endergonic
reactibn. 4+2:6

How can You estimate the degree of
dissociation at equilib.riurn ? How 9"::
equilibrium respond the- change ln
fJ;p;;ilre and Pressure ? 4+4+8

What are quantum numbers ? Give the

sets of quantum numbers that describe
an atomic orbital and the state of an

electron in an atom. Write significance
of the quantum numbers used in the

sets. 2+l+l+)=$

*
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PART-B

Answer ang ftue questions from tlrc foltowing :

13. (a) Give the physica-l interpretation of s and
p orbitals . 4

@ Defrne threshold frequency and state the
laws of photoelectric current. 4

(a) What is the origin of molecular attraction
in gas molecules ? 3

H Explain the corrections introduced into
the idea-i gas equation to obtain van der
Waa-ls' equation. 5

(a) What are heat capacity of constant
voium. (Cu) and 

^ 

l^.ti .u.p..ity "t Iconstant pressure (C") ? Show that
Cr-C, = P. I+7+2:4

(b) Obtain the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation for
a chemica-l reaction. 4

16. (a) How can you structur$Jly differentiate
gases, iiquids and solids ? 4

(b) How does water travel from the roots of
a tree to the leaves ? What property of
water is mainly responsible for this ?
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L7. (a) What is acid-base catalysis ? Discu'ss
with exarnPles - +

(b) Show that the boiling point eievation of '
the solution of a non-volatile solute cart
be used to obtain the molar mass of the '

18. (a)

(b)

solute.
f,

Briefly describe the LCAO-MO theory
bonding.

19. (a)

How is chemical b'onciing related to=

melting and boiiing Points of
compounds ? Give examPles. 4

I

State and explain the rnost acceptable '

statement of the Second law of -.

thermod5rnamics. 4-'-

Give an elaborate description of entropy
as a measure of chaos. What do You
mearr by the entropy of the Universe ?

+

Draw the reaction coordinate diagrarn for
an exothermic reaQtion. What will be the
shape of the diagram if the reactron
proceeds with a faster rate in the
presenceof acata-lYst?, 4

Give a brief description of the kinetics of
ionic reaction tn solution. 4

20.. (a)
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